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Watches
Tuesday, 30 May 2017
Hammer incl 22%
Buyer's Premium

Lot No
Description
1

GENTS FAVRE-LEUBA DRESS WATCH

£1,098.00

A gents c.1970's 9ct gold dress watch, with signed rectangular gilt dial, roman
numerals, integral tapered flat weave bracelet and fold-over clasp.
Mechanical, hand wound.
Case:29mm
Bracelet length: 19cm or 20cm on two settings.
62.78g gross approx.
Boxed
2

LADIES TISSOT DRESS WATCH

£671.00

A ladies c.1980's 18ct gold Tissot-Stylist dress watch, with rectangular, quarter
textured gilt dial, batons and integral tapered flat weave bracelet with fold-over clasp.
Mechanical, hand-wound.
Case:18mm
Bracelet length: 17 or 17.5cm on two settings.
33.78g gross approx.

3

LADIES OMEGA DRESS WATCH

£610.00

A Ladies vintage 9ct gold Omega dress watch, with circular champagne dial, baton 5minute markers and integral flat weave bracelet with pinched shoulders and fold-over
clasp with Omega logo safety.
Mechanical hand-wound.
Case:18mm
Bracelet length: 16-16.5cm
22.41g gross approx.
4

GENTS VINTAGE UNIVERSAL DRESS WATCH

£1,415.20

A gents vintage 18ct gold Universal Geneve bracelet dress watch, with rectangular gilt
dial, applied batons and integral tapered flat weave bracelet with fold-over clasp.
Mechanical hand-wound.
Case: 24mm
Bracelet length: 18 & 18.5cm on two settings.
Case Ref (outer): 142156/0201 & 26'907
Triple signed: Dial, case and movement
71.06g gross approx.

7

GENTS VINTAGE CONSTANTINA CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH

£427.00

A gents vintage 18ct gold cased Constantina Chronographe Suisse wristwatch, the
gilt multi-function dial, having engine turned detail.
Later leather strap.
Mechanical hand-wound, 17 jewel anti-magnetic.
Case: 38mm
9

GENTS JAEGER-LeCOULTRE CLUB WRISTWATCH
A Gents c.1970 stainless steel Jaeger-LeCoultre Club wristwatch, with silvered dial
and applied batons.
Mechanical hand-wound.
Case: 34mm
Later non-Jaeger black leather strap.
Boxed.
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£366.00

Hammer incl. 22% Buyer's Premium Shown
10

GENTS ROLEX OYSTER PERPETUAL DATE WRISTWATCH

£1,586.00

A gents C.1970's gold capped Rolex Oyster Perpetual Date wristwatch, with
champagne dial, applied batons, Rolex coronet at the 12 o'clock position and original
gold filled bracelet with deployment clasp.
Case: 34mm
Model Ref: 1550
Date Ref: 3544136 (1976)
Boxed with papers.
11

GENTS OMEGA CONSTELLATION WRISTWATCH

£439.20

A gents c.1980's Omega Constellation chronometer wristwatch in two-tone stainless
steel and 18ct gold, with gilt dial, date aperture at 3 o'clock position, reverse glass
bezel and original bi-metal tapered bracelet with concealed deployment clasp.
Case: 33mm
Cal.1422 (Quartz)
Case/model ref: 1980135 / 3980864.

12

GENTS ROLEX OYSTER ROYAL WRISTWATCH

£1,098.00

A gents c.1960's stainless steel Rolex Oyster Royal Precision wristwatch, with white
dial, applied dart batons and Rolex coronet at 12 o'clock position.
Mechanical hand-wound.
Case: 34mm
Model ref: 6426.
Date Ref: 705025 (1961).
Later non-Rolex bracelet.
13

LADIES OMEGA DRESS WATCH

£549.00

A ladies c.1960's 18ct gold Omega 'Sapphettes' range dress watch, with diamond
faceted glass, silvered dial, applied gilt batons and integral wave-textured flat weave
bracelet with fold-over clasp.
Mechanical hand-wound.
Dial: 17mm
Cal. 482
Model/Case Ref: 858
Bracelet length: 16cm-17cm on three clasp settings.
27.9g gross approx.
Boxed.

14

GENTS OMEGA SEAMASTER WRISTWATCH

£219.60

A gents C.1970's stainless steel Omega Seamaster Automatic wristwatch, with
silvered brushed sunburst dial, luminous five minute baton markers, date aperture at
the 3 o'clock position and later black leather strap.
Case: 35mm
Cal.565
Case ref:166.067
15

GENTS OMEGA SEAMASTER AUTOMATIC WRISTWATCH

£671.00

A gents C.1960's stainless steel Omega Seamaster Automatic wristwatch, with
silvered dial, applied batons, date aperture at 3 o'clock and original bracelet with
deployment buckle.
Case: 35mm
Cal. 562
Model ref: 166011
16

GENTS VINTAGE OMEGA WRISTWATCH
A gents c.1940's 9ct gold Omega wristwatch, with silvered dial, Arabic numerals,
subsidiary seconds dial and Dennison case.
Later Leather strap.
Mechanical hand-wound.
Case: 31mm
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17

GENTS TUDOR OYSTER WRISTWATCH

£219.60

A gents c.1960's stainless steel Tudor Oyster Precision wristwatch, with black dial,
applied batons and later leather strap.
Mechanical hand-wound (signed Tudor movement).
Case: 31mm
Model ref: 7903
18

GENTS ROLEX OYSTER PERPETUAL WRISTWATCH

£2,928.00

A gents rare c.1935 18ct gold Rolex Oyster Perpetual bubble-back wristwatch, with
black dial, subsidiary seconds dial, and later 9ct gold flat weave bracelet.
Rolex Rotor Wind Automatic.
Case: 30mm
Case ref: 29602
19

GENTS MILITARY ISSUED JAEGER-LECOULTRE WRISTWATCH

£1,464.00

A rare gents WW2 British military issued Jaeger-LeCoultre wristwatch, with nickel
plated case, black signed dial with broad arrow symbol below, inset subsidiary
seconds dial, arabic numerals, tracery hands and original domed glass.
Mechanical hand-wound.
Case: 35mm
Cal.479
Screw down case back bears both broad arrow and issue serial numbers ('287331 ↑
WWW F16635')
Later leather strap.

20

LADIES BOREL DRESS WATCH

£512.40

A ladies vintage 18ct yellow gold Borel dress watch, with signed circular dial, applied
batons, broad saucer bezel with engine turned textured finish and fitted with an 18ct
gold articulated bracelet with fold-over clasp.
Mechanical hand-wound.
Case: 20mm
26g gross approx.
21

GENTS TAG HEUER CARRERA WRISTWATCH

£1,464.00

A gents stainless steel Tag Heuer Carrera chronograph wristwatch, with black multifunction dial, black tachymetre fixed bezel and original rubber sports strap with
deployment buckle.
Automatic Calibre 16.
Case: 41mm
Model Ref: CV 2014-2
Boxed.
22

OMEGA SEAMASTER POLARIS WRISTWATCH

£219.60

A c.1990 Stainless steel and 18ct gold inlaid Omega Seamaster Polaris wristwatch,
with grey dial, date aperture at the 3 o'clock position and original bracelet with
concealed deployment clasp.
Case: 31mm (unisex mid-size).
Cal.1438 (Quartz).
Model ref: 3961022 / 3961222
23

GENTS ROLEX OYSTER ROYAL WRISTWATCH
A gents C.1950's stainless steel Rolex Oyster Royal wristwatch, with white quartertextured dial, applied Arabic numerals and dart batons and later leather strap.
Mechanical hand-wound.
Case: 31mm
Model ref: 6246
Date ref: 234674 (1957).
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24

GENTS CHOPARD 'TWO O TEN' WRISTWATCH

£1,799.50

A gents stainless steel cased 'Chopard - Two O Ten' automatic chronograph
wristwatch, with black multi-function dial, tachymetre bezel, articulated lugs, original
black leather strap and deployment buckle.
Case: 38mm
Papers, no box.

25

GENTS ROLEX OYSTER DATE WRISTWATCH

£536.80

A gents c.1960's 'Rolex Oyster Date - Precision' wristwatch, with gold plated case,
white dial, gilt dart batons and later leather strap.
Triple signed: case back, movement and dial.
Case: 30mm
Model ref: 6466.
Date ref: 6388529.
.
27

LADIES PIAGET DRESS WATCH

£951.60

A ladies 18ct yellow gold Piaget dress watch, with signed brushed champagne dial,
diamond set bezel and integral flat weave bracelet with fold-over clasp.
Mechanical hand-wound.
Case: 23mm
Model ref: 9235
Bracelet length: 16.5cm
47g Gross approx.
28

GENTS OMEGA SEAMASTER WRISTWATCH

£256.20

A gents vintage stainless steel Omega Seamaster Automatic wristwatch, with black
dial, day-date apertures and later added replacement bracelet with deployment clasp
(Seiko).
Case: 37mm
Cal.1022
Case ref: 1660173 / 3660832

29

GENTS RUSSIAN CHRONOGRAPH

£341.60

A gents c.1960's Russian stainless steel chronograph wristwatch, derived from the
EVA certified Russian Poljot space watch (1959-1979) and branded Sekonda for
European distribution.
Shares the same components and movement as the Poljot, having the Black multifunction.
Case: 36mm
Cal. 3017 (column wheel)
Date/movement ref: 34156 (Late 1960's).

30

GENTS LONGINES CONQUEST MOONPHASE WRISTWATCH

£244.00

A gents c.1990's two-tone stainless steel and gold capped Longines Conquest
calendar moonphase dress watch, with white multi-function dial and original two-tone
bracelet with deployment clasp.
Case: 33mm
Cal. L225.2 Quartz

31

GENTS GOLD ENICAR WRISTWATCH
A gents vintage 9ct gold Enicar wristwatch, with satin dial, etched batons and later
leather strap.
Mechanical hand-wound.
Case: 32mm
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32

OMEGA CONSTELLATION WRISTWATCH

£378.20

A Gents c.1990 stainless steel and 18ct Gold Omega - Constellation wristwatch, with
gilt dial, date aperture and tapered articulated bracelet with concealed deployment
clasp.
Case: 33mm.
Cal.1438 Quartz.
Model ref: 396.1070.1 / 396.1080.1.
33

HUBLOT BIG BANG WRISTWATCH

£3,172.00

A 41mm stainless steel Hublot Big Bang Automatic wristwatch, with black dial,
applied batons, date aperture at the 3 o'clock position, double-row diamond set screw
down bezel and rubber backed black alligator strap with deployment clasp.
Case: 41mm
Cal. HUB11

34

GENTS TUDOR PRINCE OYSTER DATE WRISTWATCH

£427.00

A gents stainless steel cased 'Tudor Prince Oyster Date' wristwatch, with silvered
dial, gilt batons and original bracelet with deployment clasp.
Case: 34mm
Cal. 2824-1.
Date ref: 55553.
Model ref: 74000.
.
35

GENTS LONGINES DRESS WATCH

£183.00

A gents gold plated Longines dress watch, with white dial, Roman numerals, date
aperture at the 3 o'clock position and original black leather strap with gold plated
buckle.
Case: 33mm
Quartz
Case ref: L4.720.2 / 32042402
36

OMEGA CONSTELLATION DAY-DATE WRISTWATCH

£402.60

A gents stainless steel and 18ct gold 'Omega Constellation' day-date wristwatch, with
white multi-function dial and tapered 'gold bar' bracelet, with concealed deployment
clasp.
Case: 33mm
Model ref: 3961070, 3961080.

37

GENTS OMEGA DE VILLE WRISTWATCH

£158.60

A Gents c.1970's two-tone stainless steel and gold Omega De Ville 'Pavés d´Or'
wristwatch, with dark brown textured dial, gilt batons, inset gold textured bezel and
original tapered brown leather strap and gold plated buckle.
Case: 29mm
Cal.625
Model/case ref: 111.0136 / 8423

38

GENTS OMEGA WRISTWATCH

£103.70

A gents late 1940's stainless steel Omega wristwatch, with white dial Arabic
numerals, subsidiary seconds dial and later bright steel articulated bracelet.
Mechanical hand-wound.
Case: 30mm
Case ref: 2394
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39

GENTS LOUIS VUITTON WRISTWATCH

£793.00

A gents stainless steel cased Louis Vuitton-Tambour wristwatch, black/brown dial,
Arabic numerals, date and original black leather strap/buckle.
Case:40mm
Quartz.
Model ref: Q1111.

40

LADIES VINTAGE ROLEX WRISTWATCH

£109.80

A ladies vintage 9ct gold Rolex wristwatch, with signed silvered dial, Arabic numerals
and the case having quarter engraved wheat sheaf decoration.
Mechanical hand-would. Movement signed.
Later non-Rolex rolled gold snake link bracelet.
Case: 26mm

41

GENTS LONGINES LA GRANDE CLASSIQUE WRISTWATCH

£390.40

A gents c.2012 stainless steel Longines La Grande Classique wristwatch, with white
dial, roman numerals, polished super-slim tonneau-shaped case and polished bracelet
with double deployment clasp.
Quartz
Case:30mm
Boxed with Papers
43

GENTS OMEGA SEAMASTER 30 WRISTWATCH

£158.60

A gents c.1960's stainless steel Omega Seamaster 30 wristwatch, with white dial,
applied gilt batons and later leather strap.
Mechanical hand-wound.
Case: 34mm
Cal. 286
Model ref: 14392-61-SC
44

GENTS OMEGA GENEVE WRISTWATCH

£158.60

A gents c.1980's stainless steel Omega Geneve Automatic wristwatch, with silvered
dial, applied gilt batons, date aperture at the 3 o'clock position and later leather strap.
Case: 34mm
Cal. 1010
Case ref: 16601663

45

LADIES PIAGET DRESS WATCH

£366.00

A ladies c.1980 18ct gold Piaget dress watch, with white dial, Roman numerals and
Buffalo calf strap with original signed 18ct gold buckle.
Mechanical hand-would.
Case: 25mm
Model Ref:9005
Case Ref:369690
Sold together with original watch slip case.

45A

DUNHILL WRISTWATCH

£115.90

A stainless steel dunhill wristwatch , with silvered dial, Art Deco inspired Arabic
numerals and original leather strap/buckle.
Case:27mm
Ref: 11614381 / LTMV
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46

GENTS VINTAGE WRISTWATCH

£158.60

A gents Art Deco period .925 silver cased wristwatch with rectangular dial, inset
subsidiary seconds dial, engraved case-edge decoration, original bubble glass and
black leather strap.
Mechanical hand-wound.
Case: 26x38mm.

47

GENTS OMEGA SEAMASTER COSMIC 2000

£219.60

A gents stainless steel Omega Seamaster Cosmic 2000 wristwatch, with brushed
metal dial, applied batons, day/date apertures at the 3 o'clock position and original
stainless steel bracelet with deployment clasp.
Case: 38mm
48

GENTS OMEGA SEAMASTER AUTOMATIC

£305.00

A gents c.1970's stainless steel Omega Seamaster Automatic wristwatch, with blue
dial, applied batons, day/date apertures at the 3 o'clock position and later fabric strap.
Case: 34mm
Cal. 1020
Case ref: 1660278 204 / 3660878 204

50

VINTAGE ERMETO-MOVADO TRAVEL WATCH

£219.60

A c.1930's Hermes Paris retailed Ermeto-Movado purse watch, with dual signed
brushed metal square dial, Arabic numerals, brown leather clad
.925 silver case and rack and pinion winding mechanism.
Dial: 23mm

50A

GENTS DUNHILL WRISTWATCH

£183.00

A gents stainless steel Dunhill tonneau shaped wristwatch, with original brown
leather strap/buckle.
Case:27mm
Quartz
Ref: 13612645 YXQH

51

GENTS ZENITH DEFY WRISTWATCH

£488.00

A gents c.late-1960's stainless steel cased Zenith Defy Sub-Sea divers watch, with
black dial, luminous five minute dot markers and hands, date aperture at the 3 o'clock
position, uni-directional rotating bezel a later NATO-style strap.
44mm.
Cal. Zenith 46.0 Quartz.
Model ref: 503.305

52

GENTS BREITLING AIRWOLF WRISTWATCH
A gents c.2015 limited edition, stainless steel Breitling Airwolf chronograph
wristwatch, with black multi-function dial, dual analogue and digital display, rotating
bezel and original bracelet with deployment clasp.
Released to commemorate the 100th anniversary of US Naval Aviation.
Limited edition: 477/500
Case: 45mm
Model ref: A78363
Boxed with full paperwork.
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53

LADIES ACCURIST BRACELET WATCH

£323.30

A ladies c.1970's 9ct white gold Accurist wristwatch, with silvered dial, applied batons
and integral textured brick-link bracelet with fold-over clasp.
Mechanical, hand-wound.
Dial: 12mm
Bracelet length: 16cm
33.6g gross approx (including 2 spare links).
Boxed with papers.
55A

GENTS DUNHILL MILLENNIUM WRISTWATCH

£73.20

A gents bi-metal stainless steel and gold Dunhill Millennium wristwatch, with textured
dial, gilt Arabic numerals, date aperture at the 6 o'cock position and articulated
bracelet with double deployment clasp.
Case: 35mm
Quartz
Ref:BB19731 / 8001 / ZB MC

56

GENTS OMEGA SEAMASTER WRISTWATCH

£158.60

A gents c.1970's stainless steel Omega Seamaster wristwatch, with dark grey dial,
applied batons, date aperture at the 3 o'clock position, while gold inset bezel and
integral bracelet with deployment clasp.
Case: 33mm
Cal. 1342 Quartz
Case Ref: 196.0136 / 396.0875

57

GENTS OMEGA CONSTELLATION WRISTWATCH

£170.80

A gents c.1970's stainless steel Omega Constellation Automatic wristwatch, with
cream dial, applied batons, date aperture at the 3 o'clock position and original brushed
metal bracelet with deployment clasp.
Case: 36mm
Cal. 1012
Case ref: 198.0062

61

GENTS OMEGA SEAMASTER 30 WRISTWATCH

£256.20

A gents c.1960's gold capped Omega Seamaster 30 wristwatch, with textured cream
dial, applied gilt batons and later leather strap.
Mechanical, hand-wound.
Case: 34mm
Cal. 286
Case ref: 135.007-63
62

GENTS OMEGA GENEVE WRISTWATCH

£122.00

A gents c.1970's stainless steel Omega Geneve Automatic wristwatch, with silvered
dial, applied batons, date aperture at the 3 o'clock position and 'beads of rice' bracelet
with deployment clasp.
Case: 35mm
Cal. 2481 (Tissot shared alternate for the Omega cal.1481)
Case ref: 1660099 / 3660822
63

GENTS OMEGA SEAMASTER WRISTWATCH
A gents c.1960's 14k gold capped Omega Seamaster wristwatch, with black dial,
applied gilt batons and later leather strap.
Mechanical, hand-wound.
Case: 33mm
Cal. 600
Case ref: 14759 61SC
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65

GENTS KING SEIKO WRISTWATCH

£244.00

A gents c.1970's stainless steel King Seiko Hi-Beat Automatic wristwatch, with
brushed metal dial, applied batons, date aperture at the 3 o'clock position and later
leather strap.
Case: 37mm
Cal. 5625

66

GENTS OMEGA SEAMASTER WRISTWATCH

£158.60

A gents c.1950's stainless steel Omega Seamaster wristwatch, with later restored
white dial, painted dart batons and later leather strap.
Mechanical, hand-wound.
Case: 33mm
Cal. 420
Case ref: 2759-6SC

68

RADO ESENZA WRISTWATCH

£122.00

A uni-sex c.2002 Rado eSenza wristwatch, with oval stainless steel case, fullcase scratch-proof Sapphire Crystal and no crown (by virtue of its magnet operated
quartz movement).
Magnets both in the strap tip and on a separate tag are utilised on the case-back to
adjust time.
Fitted with the original strap.
Case: 38mm
Model ref: 964.0490.3.015
Boxed with papers.
69

GENTS TUDOR PRINCE DATE+DAY WRISTWATCH

£976.00

A gents c.2001 bi-metal stainless steel and 18k gold plated Tudor Prince Date+Day
automatic wristwatch, with silvered linen effect dial, day/date apertures at the 12 & 3
o'clock positions, fluted bezel and matching bi-metal bracelet with deployment clasp.
Case: 35mm
Cal. 2834 (Modified ETA 2834) Rotor Wind
Model ref: 75033
Date ref: H260169

70

GENTS BAUME & MERCIER CAPELAND WRISTWATCH

£305.00

A gents c.2000 stainless steel Baume & Mercier - Capeland Automatic wristwatch,
with black dial , applied luminous batons, date aperture at the 3 o'clock position, grey
inset oval subsidiary seconds dial, uni-directional bezel and original rummer sports
strap with double deployment clasp.
Case: 42mm
Cal. Modified ETA 2895
Model ref: 8123

70A

GENTS VINTAGE GOLD MAJEX WRISTWATCH
A gents vintage 9ct gold Majex dress watch, with silvered dial, applied gilt Arabic
numerals, inset subsidiary seconds dial, splayed lugs and a later brown leather strap.
Mechanical, hand-wound lever movement.
Case: 35mm
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71

ART DECO GOLD DRESS WATCH

£134.20

An Art Deco 18ct gold Tonneau shaped dress watch, with silvered dial, large Arabic
numerals, curved ergonomic case back and later leather strap.
Case: 29x34mm.
Mechanical hand-wound.
71A

Gents Gold Rolex Cellini Wristwatch

£1,220.00

A gents vintage 18ct gold Rolex Cellini dress watch, with computer dial, applied gold
roman numerals and later leather strap.
Case: 32mm
Cal. 6101
Case ref: 5112 / 252846
72

GENTS JACOB & CO WRISTWATCH

£671.00

A gents full-size stainless steel Jacob & Co Five Time Zone wristwatch, with mother
of pearl dial displaying home time, four multi-coloured subsidiary dials displaying world
times and original yellow polyurethane strap with deployment buckle.
Case: 48mm
Quartz

73

LADIES OMEGA CONSTELLATION WRISTWATCH

£366.00

A ladies c.1998 stainless steel Omega Constellation Automatic wristwatch, with white
dial, applied batons, date aperture at the 3 o'clock position and original bracelet with
concealed deployment clasp.
Case: 28mm.
Cal. 2520.
Model ref: 766 1201
Boxed with papers.
74

GENTS LEBOIS EXTRA CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH

£134.20

A gents c.1940's stainless steel Lebois Extra chronograph wristwatch, with silvered
dial, subsidiary seconds and hours dials and later Fixo-Flex bracelet.
Mechanical Hand-wound.
Case: 38mm
75

BREITLING CHRONOMAT WRISTWATCH

£463.60

A stainless steel and 18ct gold Breitling Chronomat wristwatch, with grey dial, blue
subsidiary chronograph dials, applied gilt batons, uni-directional bezel with 18ct gold
quarter marker, later brown leather strap and original Buckle.
Case: 37mm inc crown guard.
Cal. 1270 Quartz
Model ref. 80350
Case ref: 3716
76

LADIES BVLGARI ALUMINIUM WRISTWATCH

£317.20

A ladies Bvlgari Aluminium wristwatch, with silvered dial, date aperture at the 3
o'clock position, fixed rubber bezel and rubber articulated sectional bracelet with
aluminium buckle.
Case: 32mm
Quartz
Model ref: AL29 A / L93
77

LADIES TECHNOMARINE WRISTWATCH
A ladies stainless steel TechnoMarine TechnoDiamonds chronograph wristwatch,
with interchangeable clear/black rubber case cover and strap, diamond set bezel,
silvered dial and date aperture at the 4 o'clock position.
Case: 38mm
Quartz
Original pouch and spare black rubber strap/case cover included.
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78

GENTS INTERNATIONAL WATCH CO GOLD DRESS WATCH

£1,281.00

A gents c.1960's 18ct gold International Watch Co automatic dress watch, retailed by
Tiffany & Co and having a dual signed silvered dial, gilt dart batons and later leather
strap.
Case: 35mm
Cal. 853

80

GENTS TAG HEUER CARRERA WRISTWATCH

£976.00

A gents stainless steel Tag Heuer Carrera chronograph wristwatch, with brown multifunction dial, brown tachymetre fixed bezel and original deployment buckle (no strap).
Automatic Calibre 16.
Case: 41mm
Model Ref: CV 2013-2

80A

VINTAGE GOLD OMEGA AND A LATER EXAMPLE

£183.00

A gents vintage 18ct gold Omega dress watch, with signed silvered dial, gilt dart
batons and mechanical hand-wound movement (buckle side strap only), sold together
with a later ladies gold plated Omega Geneve wristwatch, with silvered dial,
mechanical hand-wound movement and later strap. (2)

81

GENTS TITUS CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH

£268.40

A gents c.1940's 18ct gold Titus Chronograph wristwatch, the multi-function dial
having Arabic numerals and subsidiary dials with telemetre outer chapter ring.
Case: 42mm
Triple signed: Dial, case and movement.

81A

Ladies White Gold Omega Wristwatch

£719.80

A ladies vintage 18ct white gold Omega Geneve bracelet watch, with silvered dial,
fixed sapphire set bezel and integral textured brick-link bracelet with fold-over clasp.
Mechanical hand-wound.
Case: 22mm
Cal. 485
Bracelet Length: 14.5-15.5cm approx on two settings.
36.8g gross approx

82

LADIES GOLD TIFFANY/LONGINES WRISTWATCH
A ladies vintage 18ct gold dress watch, retailed by Tiffany & Co, with a soft square
dial, Arabic numerals and housing a the original Longines movement.
Mechanical hand-wound.
Case: 25mm
Cal. Longines 10.85N lever.

84

GENTS VINTAGE GOLD WRISTWATCH
A gents vintage 9ct gold wristwatch, with silvered dial, Arabic numerals, inset
subsidiary seconds dial and later brown leather strap.
Mechanical hand-wound lever movement.
Case: 28mm.
Case back engraved with initials, arm and military service number: 'C.A.M, R.A.F,
1115303'.
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85

LADIES GOLD WRISTWATCH AND THREE TRANSITIONAL WRISTWATCHES

£292.80

A ladies c.1960's 9ct gold Jaquet-Droz wristwatch, with silvered square dial and
integral gold bracelet, sol together with am early 20th Century 9ct gold half hunter
transitional wristwatch, a 9ct gold open faced transitional wristwatch and
a silver example. (4)

85A

LADIES GOLD FAVRE-LEUBA

£158.60

A ladies vintage 18ct gold Favre-Leuba wristwatch with brushed gilt dial, Arabic
numerals, mechanical hand-wound movement and later Hirsch strap (boxed), sold
together with a ladies vintage Longines wristwatch and a vintage Keora wristwatches.
(3)

86

FOUR VINTAGE GENTS WRISTWATCHES

£244.00

A Gents c.1960's stainless steel case Omega Seamaster Cosmic wristwatch with
black dial, date aperture at the 3 o'clock position and applied gilt batons/hands
(ref:136016), sold together with a gents stainless steel Majex Autoslim wristwatch, a
stainless steel Peirpoint wristwatch and an earlier silver cased transitional wristwatch.
(4)
87

GENTS LOUIS VUITTON WRISTWATCH

£427.00

A gents stainless steel cased Louis Vuitton-Tambour wristwatch, black/brown dial,
Arabic numerals, date and original black leather strap/buckle.
Case:40mm
Quartz.
Model ref: Q1111.
Sold together with it's original leather clad zip-lock box.
88

GENTS OMEGA SPEEDMASTER CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH

£2,806.00

A gents c.1990 18ct rose gold Omega Speedmaster Automatic chronograph
wristwatch, with black multi-function dial and original black leather bracelet with
matching buckle.
Case: 38mm
Cal. 1140
Model Ref: BO175.0033
Boxed.
89

LADIES JAEGER-LECOULTRE WRISTWATCH

£79.30

A ladies vintage stainless steel Jaeger-LeCoultre wristwatch, with two-tone
gilt/silvered dial, inset subsidiary seconds dial, applied gild batons and hands and
black flat weave strap.
Mechanical, hand-wound.
Case: 24mm
Cal. 317/3C

90

GENTS ULYSEE NARDIN MOONPHASE CHRONOGRAPH WRISTWATCH
A Gents rare c.1990's 18ct Ulysee Nardin chronograph wristwatch, with white multifunction dial displaying Tachymetre outer chapter ring, moonphase, calendar and
subsidiary chronograph dials and fitted with its original leather strap.
Mechanical hand-wound.
Case 39mm.
Cal. 2612 Lemania.
Model ref: 531-22
Case ref:4733

Watches - Tuesday, 30 May 2017

£3,660.00

Hammer incl. 22% Buyer's Premium Shown
90A

LADIES OMEGA DEVILLE WRISTWATCH

£134.20

A ladies stainless steel Omega DeVille dress watch, with gilt dial, date aperture at the
3 o'clock position, 18ct gold fixed bezel and original leather strap with gold plated
buckle.
Boxed with original retail tag.
Case:25mm
Cal. 1479 Quartz

91

GENTS GOLD VERITY WRISTWATCH

£183.00

A gents c.1970's 9ct gold cased Verity automatic wristwatch with signed silvered dial,
applied gilt batons, date aperture at the 3 o'clock position and later expanding bracelet.
Case:33mm
Case Back bear engraved dedication.

91A

Ladies Vintage Baume & Mercier Bracelet Watch

£451.40

A ladies c.1940's 18ct gold Baume & Mercier hinged bracelet cocktail watch, retailed
by C.H.Meylan-Geneve and the signed dial top-and-tailed with rubies and diamonds.
Mechanical hand-wound.
Signed by retailer to the dial and Baume & Mercier to case and movement.
22.5g gross approx.

92

LADIES LOUIS VUITTON WRISTWATCH

£475.80

A ladies stainless steel cased Louis Vuitton-Tambour wristwatch, with satin grey/gold
dial, Arabic numerals, date and original leather strap/buckle.
Case: 39mm.
Quartz.
Model ref: Q1312.

93

GENTS TISSOT SEASTAR AUTOMATIC WRISTWATCH

£61.00

A gents c.1970's Tissot Seastar T-12 Automatic wristwatch, with silvered target dial,
applied batons and later leather strap.
Case: 35mm

95

LADIES GOLD ELECTION WRISTWATCH

£292.80

A ladies vintage two-tone 18ct gold Election dress watch, with signed silvered engine
turned dial, Arabic numerals and 18ct yellow gold ribbon mesh bracelet.
Mechanical hand-wound.
Case: 23mm
19.5g gross approx.

95A

LADIES OMEGA DEVILLE WRISTWATCH
A ladies stainless steel and gold Omega DeVille bracelet watch, with striped gilt dial
and articulated bracelet with fold-over clasp.
Includes six spare links making up the full bracelet.
Boxed.
Case: 20mm
Cal.1387 Quartz
Model ref: 79108680.1

Watches - Tuesday, 30 May 2017

£67.10

Hammer incl. 22% Buyer's Premium Shown
96

GENTS ROLEX OYSTER SPEEDKING WRISTWATCH

£536.80

A gents c.1950's stainless steel Rolex Oyster Speedking wristwatch, with silvered
dial, applied batons and a later leather strap.
Mechanical hand-wound.
Case: 30mm.
Cal. 1210.
Date ref: 291949 (1957. Indistinct to to strap rubbing).

97

THREE GOLD WRISTWATCHES

£219.60

A vintage 9ct gold cased transitional wristwatch by C.Crettiez, with faceted case and
cylinder movement, together with a gents 9ct gold cased Waltham wristwatch and a
ladies 9ct gold Record transitional wristwatch. (3)
98A

Ladies Ebel Wave Wristwatch

£219.60

A ladies c.1985 stainless steel and 18ct gold Ebel Wave wristwatch, with white dial,
Roman numerals, date aperture at the 3 o'clock position and original two-tone bracelet.
Case: 33mm
Ref:5464
Boxed with papers.

99

GENTS GOLD PATEK PHILIPPE DRESS WATCH

£4,270.00

A gents 18ct gold Patek Philippe dress watch, with signed white dial, Roman
numerals and original black leather strap with 18ct gold buckle.
Mechanical hand-wound.
Case: 30mm
Cal. 177
Model ref: 3666
100

LADIES WHITE GOLD ROLEX BRACELET WATCH

£1,146.80

A ladies c.1960's 18ct white gold Rolex Precision bracelet watch, with signed silvered
dial, applied batons and the integral bracelet having an all-over textured finish.
Mechanical hand-wound.
Case: 19mm.
Cal. 1401.
Case/model refs: 3005 / 230.
Bracelet length: 17-17.5cm on two settings.
39.2g gross approx.

101

19TH CENTURY FULL HUNTER POCKET WATCH

£1,146.80

A 19th Century(c.1880) 18ct gold full hunter pocket watch by D.Glasgow-London,
with engine turned finish to outer case, signed white dial with Roman numerals, inset
subsidiary seconds dial and signed fusee movement.
111g gross approx.
102

19TH CENTURY HALF HUNTER FOB WATCH
A 19th Century 18ct gold half hunter fob watch by James McCabe-Royal Exchhange
London, with blue enamelled chapter ring and monogram to outer case, signed white
dial with Roman numerals, inset subsidiary seconds dial and signed three-quarter
plate fusee movement.
Sold together with a period yellow metal watch chain, with hook clasp and t-bar fittings
and associated watch key with uni-directional wind mechanism.
Case: 38mm
Watch: 52g gross approx.
Chain: 28g gross approx.
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£1,000.40

Hammer incl. 22% Buyer's Premium Shown
103

GOLD LONGINES POCKET WATCH

£512.40

A c.1930 9ct gold open faced pocket watch, with signed white enamel dial, Roman
numerals, inset subsidiary seconds dial and sold together with a 9ct gold double albert
watch chain.
Case: 49mm
Movement: Crown lift with lever. Breguet spiral, compensation balance and cam disc
fine-tuning.
Cal. 91.95
Watch: 84g gross approx
Chain: 13g gross approx
105

GOLD POCKET WATCH/STOPWATCH

£756.40

A late 19th Century 18ct Gold open faced pocket watch, with stopwatch function,
white dial with Roman numerals on a raised chapter ring and the case back having
enginbe turned finish with central shield monogram.
Case:50mm
Unsigned.
Dial numbered 73246
107g gross approx
106

SILVER ULYSSE NARDIN DECK WATCH

£1,098.00

A C.1940 .925 silver cased Ulysse Nardin deck watch, with signed and numbered
white dial, large Roman numerals with outer Arabic seconds chapter ring and signed
crown-wound lever movement.
Case: 51mm
Dial/movement ref: 124162
Case ref: 620790
This lot and lot 107, were consigned by the same owner and are a consecutive
numbered pair (see lot 107).
107

SILVER ULYSSE NARDIN DECK WATCH

£1,098.00

A C.1940 .925 silver cased Ulysse Nardin deck watch, with signed and numbered
white dial, large Roman numerals with outer Arabic seconds chapter ring and signed
crown-wound lever movement.
Case: 51mm
Dial/movement ref: 124163
Case ref: 620791
This lot and lot 106, were consigned by the same owner and are a consecutive
numbered pair (see lot 106).
108

GOLD LADIES FOB WATCH

£134.20

A late Victorian 9ct gold fob watch, by Charles R Pyke - Lowesoft, with textures gilt
dial, polished gilt Roman chapter ring, foliate scroll engraved case and crown-wound
lever movement.
Suspended from a later yellow metal bar brooch hanger.
Case: 32mm
Contained in its original Pyke presentation case.
109

GOLD ROLEX POCKET WATCH

£732.00

A rare c.1920's 9ct gold Rolex open faced pocket watch, retailed by P.Orr & Sons Ltd
Rangoon/Madras, the dial signed by both manufacturer and retailer, with engine
turned finish, Arabic numerals, inset subsidiary seconds dial and crown-wound lever
movement.
Case: 44mm
Cal. 668 (15 jewel)
Movement Number: 751244
Case number: 1000046 R.W.C Ltd (Rolex manufactured)
Sold together with its original presentation case and bill of sale.
Note: P.Orr & Sons Ltd of Madras & Rangoon (1846-1967) were purportedly the first
to sell a Rolex in India.
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Hammer incl. 22% Buyer's Premium Shown
110

GOLD POCKET WATCH ON CHAIN

£561.20

A c.1920's 9ct gold open faced pocket watch with white enamel dial, Arabic
numerals, inset subsidiary seconds dial and crown-wound level movement.
Sold together with a 9ct gold graduated curb-link watch chain, with attached 9ct gold
locket and 9ct gold bell-weight fob.
Case: 48mm.
Watch: 69g gross approx.
Chain: 31g gross approx.

111

GOLD VERGE POCKET WATCH

£500.20

An 18th Century French 18ct gold verge pocket watch by Louis François - A'Metz,
with signed white enamel dial, inner roman chapter ring and outer Arabic chapter ring,
the signed verge movement with fusee and pierced foliate scroll engraved balance
cock and the finely worked case centred with relief pictorial roundel.
Case Stamped 'DFB'
Case: 40mm
52g gross approx.
112

GOLD CYLINDER POCKET WATCH

£390.40

A 19th Century French 18ct gold cylinder escapement open faced pocket watch by
Girard A Apt, with plain white enamel dial, Roman numerals and the case having
engine turned decoration with engraved central shield.
Case: 44mm.
61g gross approx.
113

GOLD LIP POCKET WATCH

£0.00

£219.60

An Art Deco 18ct gold open faced pocket watch by Lip, with chequered design to dial,
applied gilt Arabic numerals, blued hands and the case back engraved with an Art
Deco Odeon stepped design.
Case:42mm
Cal. 264 crown wound lever movement.
114

LADIES GOLD FOB WATCH WITH CHATELAINE

£744.20

A ladies 19th Century French gold fob watch by L.LeRoy & Cie, with white dial,
Arabic numerals, burnished case finish with foliate border detail and crown-wound
lever movement.
Signed and number to inner case-back cover.
Sold in it's original fitted box and married to a yellow metal mesh chatelaine with
foliate detail top and bottom and white metal belt clip.
Watch: 29mm, 23g gross approx.
Chatelaine: 35g gross approx.

115

WW2 JAEGER-LECOULTRE POCKET WATCH

£103.70

A WW2 era British military issued Jaeger-LeCoultre open faced pocked watch, with
nickle plated case, signed pale blue dial with Arabic numerals and inset subsidiary
seconds dial and crown-wound lever movement.
Case back bears broad arrow and issue numbers.
Case: 51mm
Cal. 467/2
116

FIVE VARIOUS WATCHES

£231.80

Five various 19th Century and later watches, comprising of a c.1905 .800 silver Doxa
open faced pocket watch niello decorated case and crown-wound lever movement,
sold together with a two English hallmarked silver open faced pocket watches, a
continental .800 silver cased fob watch and a vintage 14ct gold ladies Jastro
wristwatch. (5)
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Hammer incl. 22% Buyer's Premium Shown
117

TWO LADIES GOLD FOB WATCHES

£280.60

Two ladies 19th Century French gold fob watches, the first by C.Crettiez, the white
dial having an outer black Roman and inner red Arabic chapter rings, pierced gilt scroll
hands, applied two-tone gold floral spray decoration to case and signed crown-wound
lever movement (Horse Head mark for provincial France, 28mm, 17.5g gross approx),
the second a smaller example with white dial, red Arabic numerals, gold dot outer
chapter, blue enamelled, engraved and diamond set case back and crown-wound
cylinder movement (Horse Head mark for provincial France, 24mm, 13g gross
approx). (2)

118

GOLD LEROY GOLD POCKET WATCH

£768.60

A French 19th Century 18ct gold open face pocket watch by LeRoy et Fils, with solid
gold dial having applied gold Roman numerals and foliate scrolls, a finely worked
'grenetis -work' case forming a high relief fan design to case back and hinged bezel.
Key wound.
Case: 45mm
52g gross approx

119

TWO GOLD POCKET WATCHES

£878.40

Two antique pocket watches, the first a gold cased open faced watch by Henry Bailly Reims, with Roman Chapter dial, inset subsidiary seconds dial, gilt pierced scroll
hands and crown-wound lever movement with stop watch function at the crown
(Unmarked, tests as 14 carat est, Horse Head gold mark for provincial France, 48mm,
85g gross approx), the second a 14ct gold cased full hunter watch, with Roman
chapter dial and crown-wound lever movement (Marked 14K, 48mm, 71g gross
approx). (2)
120

LADIES GOLD LEROY FOB WATCH

£183.00

A ladies 19th Century 18ct gold fob watch by LeRoy et Fils fob watch, the white dial
having blue Arabic numerals with gold dot outer ring and the case back inset with old
cut diamonds in a floral spray design.
Crown-wound cylinder movement.
Case: 26mm

121

THREE GOLD FOB WATCHES

£414.80

A late 19th Century French 18ct gold open faced fob watch, with white dial, Arabic
and Roman chapter rings, black enamel decorated case and key-wound cylinder
movement (Horse head mark for provincial France, tests as 14ct est, 34mm, 27 gross
approx), sold together with a small 19th Century French 18ct gold open faced fob
watch by X.Devron - Lyon, with white dial, Arabic numerals, subsidiary seconds dial,
applied gold case decoration and crown-wound lever movement (Horse Head mark for
provincial France, 30mm, 22g gross) and the third a 19th Century open faced watch
with cylinder movement (Horse Head mark for provincial France, 34mm, 25g gross
approx). (3)

122

GOLD LEROY POCKET WATCH

£597.80

A 19th Century French gold open faced pocket watch by L.LeRoy et Cie, with signed
white enamel dial, Arabic numerals, inset subsidiary seconds dial and crown-wound
lever movement.
Signed to dial, movement and inner case-back cover.
Contained in it's original presentation box.
Case: 47mm.
71g gross approx.
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123

19TH CENTURY GOLD POCKET WATCH

£628.30

A 19th Century 18ct gold open faced pocket watch by Robert Scanlan - Preston, with
white dial, Roman numerals, inset subsidiary seconds dial and plain outer case.
Case: 41mm
62g gross approx

124

VINTAGE GOLD HAMILTON POCKET WATCH

£244.00

A 1940's 9ct gold open faced pocket watch by Hamilton U.S.A, with signed dial,
Roman numerals, inset subsidiary seconds dial, crown-wound lever movement and
plain case.
Case: 44mm.
57g gross approx.

125

GOLD PLATED OMEGA HALF HUNTER POCKET WATCH

£146.40

A c.1930's 10ct gold plated Omega half hunter pocket watch, with unsigned white
dial, Roman numerals, subsidiary seconds dial, plain outer case with black enamel
chapter ring and signed crown-wound lever movement.
Case: 52mm
126

MILITARY ISSUED DECK WATCH

£402.60

A vintage British military issued Deck Watch by E.M.T (Tissot), with white signed and
numbered dial bearing broad arrow, Arabic numerals, stainless steel case and crownwound lever movement.
Contained in its original wooden cabin case, with glass viewing window and a rate
certificate from B.Cooke & Son Ltd.
Case: 51mm
127

WALTHAM FULL HUNTER POCKET WATCHES

£170.80

Three vintage gold plated Waltham full hunter pocket watches, all having white dials
with Roman numerals, subsidiary seconds dials and crown-wound lever movements.
(3)
128

19TH CENTURY FOB WATCH

£244.00

A continental 19th Century yellow metal fob watch, with white dial, Arabic numerals,
gilt dot outer chapter and crown-wound cylinder movement.
Inner cover engraved: FR.BAUMANN K.K.HOF-UHRMACHER WIEN 1.GRABEN 7.
Hallmarked to crown stem – imported articles for after 1891 in Vienna, marked with a
1 for 920/1000.Front cover engraving: Ducal/Royal crown for the holy Roman Empire,
with a Cipher possibly a variant for Ferdinand I of Bulgaria.
Back cover engraving: A crowned lion rampant to dexter, gules, marshalled inescutcheon, above a Ducal/Royal crown for the holy Roman Empire.
Case: 35mm

129

LADIES RING WATCHES

£219.60

Two ladies vintage gold plated ring watches, the first by Winegartens Ltd - London,
the hidged dial cover inset with a carved shell cameo, the second by Bucherer and
having a pierced floral hinged lid with single cultured pearl to centre. (2)

130

GOLD PLATED OMEGA HALF HUNTER POCKET WATCH
A c.1930's gold plated Omega half hunter pocket watch, with unsigned white dial,
Roman numerals, subsidiary seconds dial, engine turned finish to outer case with
central shield cartouche, black enamel chapter ring and signed crown-wound lever
movement.
Case: 52mm.
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£97.60

Hammer incl. 22% Buyer's Premium Shown
131

OMEGA CHRONOGRAPH POCKET WATCH

£439.20

An early 20th Century .935 silver cased Omega chronograph pocket watch, with
white enamel multi-function dial, signed plain case and signed crown-wound lever
movement, the chronograph actuating via a push button to the crown.
Case: 53mm
132

TWO CHRONOGRAPH POCKET WATCHES

£268.40

Two early 20th Century Chronograph pocket watches, the first a continental .925
silver cased example, the second in gun metal and both having white enamel multifunction dials and crown-wound lever movements.
Both unsigned. (2)
First: 50mm.
Second: 51mm.
133

THREE PAIR CASED POCKET WATCHES

£402.60

Three early 19th Century English hallmarked silver pair cased pocket watches, the
first c.1827 by Bullingford, cased by Vale & Rotherham, the second c.1811 by William
Fowle, cased by William Lindsay and the third unnamed and cased by John Williams,
all having Roman numerals, fusee movements with verge escapements and correct
outer cases. (3)
134

THREE 19TH CENTURY SILVER DIAL POCKET WATCHES

£195.20

Two 19th Century hallmarked silver open faced pocket watches, dated 1865 and
1883, both having silver and applied gold decorated dials, fusee movements with
engraved balance cocks, three arm balances, diamond endstones and engine turned
outer cases with central shield cartouches.
Sold together with a c.1876 hallmarked silver open faced fob watch with engraved
case, similarly decorated dial and cylinder movement. (3)
135

THREE SILVER FOB WATCHES

£91.50

Three late 19th Century continental silver fob watches, the first being Swiss .935
silver, with gilt embellished dial, profusely engraved case and key-wound cylinder
movement (DF&Co), the second and third both French .925 silver and having gilt
embellished dials, engraved cases and crown-wound cylinder movements. (3)

136

THREE SILVER POCKET WATCHES

£122.00

A c.1900-1910 continental .800 silver Havila open faced pocket watch, with signed
white dial, Roman numerals, inset subsidiary seconds dial, pierced gild scroll hands
and signed crown-wound lever movement (Case back bears a later military broad
arrow symbol).
Sold together with a hallmarked silver cased Regent open faced pocket watch and a
nickel plated Tissot open faced pocket watch retailed by A.N.Guy & cia. (3)
137

RAILWAY TYPE WATCHES

£146.40

A nickel plated Railway pocket watch by Elkan Ltd - London, with Roman numerals,
subsidiary seconds dial, screw-down case back and Swiss lever movement, sold
together with silver plated example by Waltham. (2)

138

TWO SILVER FULL HUNTER POCKET WATCHES
A c.1930's hallmarked silver cased half hunter Admiralty pocket watch by James
Walker - London, the signed white dial having a raised Roman numeral chapter ring
and inset subsidiary seconds dial, crown-wound lever movement and the case having
engine turned decoration with blue enamelled outer chapter ring. Sold together with a
similar Dennison cased example. (2)
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£134.20

Hammer incl. 22% Buyer's Premium Shown
139

FOUR 19TH CENTURY SILVER POCKET WATCHES

£122.00

A collection of four 19th Century hallmarked silver cased open faced pocket watches
by Linford & Sons, James Berry, Elgin and an un-named example, all having white
dials with Roman numerals and subsidiary seconds dials. (4)

140

19TH CENTURY SILVER FOB WATCHES

£128.10

Four 19th Century silver cased fob watches to include a Fine Silver Mathey example
with gilt embellished dial, cylinder movement and engraved case, together with three
unnamed examples. (4)

141

SIX VARIOUS ANTIQUE POCKET WATCHES

£146.40

An interesting collection of six various 19th Century and later open faced pocket
watches, to include four in silver, one silver plate and the last in gun metal. (6)
143

ANTIQUE GOLD POCKET WATCH

£366.00

An early 20th Century 14ct gold open faced pocket watch by Alex Huning - Geneve,
with signed white dial, Arabic numerals, inset subsidiary seconds dial and crownwound lever movement.
Case: 50mm.
82g gross approx.
144

FIVE VARIOUS WATCHES

£122.00

A 19th Century .935 silver case open faced pocket watch by Max Minck & Co Durban, sold together with a .925 silver cased open faced pocket watch, a gold plated
Zentra pocket watch, a gents vintage Cauny wristwatch and another. (5)
146

BREITLING STOPWATCH

£85.40

A Breitling nickel plated stopwatch, with white dial and crown-wound lever movement,
sold together with a 19th Century silver open faced fob watch with silvered dial and
engraved case. (2)
147

19TH CENTURY SILVER POCKET WATCH

£109.80

A 19th Century hallmarked silver open faced pocket watch by John Rogers - London,
with signed white dial, Roman numerals, inset subsidiary seconds dial and plain outer
case.

148

Vintage Gold Half Hunter Pocket Watch

£841.80

A c.1930.'s 18ct gold half hunter pocket watch by Sir John Bennett Ltd - London, with
signed white dial, Roman numerals, subsidiary seconds dial, crown-wound movement
and plain outer case with blue enamel outer chapter ring.
Case: 48mm
84g gross approx.
149

Six Various Watches

£122.00

An interesting collection of watches, to include a ladies c.1930's 9ct gold cased Audax
wristwatch, a c.1940's Omega, an Art Deco silver cased wristwatch, an unusual
antique .935 silver cased pocket watch with wheel aperture dial, a John Walker
hallmarked silver pocket watch and another. (6).

150

PARKER 61 DUO SET

£103.70

A cased duo set of Parker 61 Heirloom writing implements, comprising of fountain
pen and propelling pencil, with gold plated cap/end.
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Hammer incl. 22% Buyer's Premium Shown
151

GOLD CARTIER CIGARETTE LIGHTER

£488.00

An 18ct yellow gold cased Cartier cigarette lighter, with reeded finish and sold
together with original box and papers.
96g gross approx.
152

CARTIER PEN

£158.60

A gold plated Cartier ball point pen, with reeded body, the removable cap have a gold
tri-coloured collar, boxed with partial papers.
153

CARTIER

£219.60

A gold plated Cartier cigarette lighter (boxed), sold together with a gold plated Cartier
ball point pen with ribbed body (boxed) and a Must de Cartier silver propelling pencil
(boxed), all having the signature tri-colour gold collars. (3)
154

DUPONT FIDÉLIO PEN

£73.20

A Dupont Fidélio ball point pen, presented in the coral finish option with gold plated
collar and shirt clip.
Boxed together with papers and refills.
155

JULES VERNE MONT BLANC BALLPOINT PEN

£305.00

A writers limited edition Jules Verne Mont Blanc ballpoint pen, finished in blue
lacquered guilloche, with platinum plated mountings and
rhodium plated end-cap bearing Verne's signature.
Numbered: 05119/16500
156

AGATHA CHRISTIE MONT BLANC PENCIL

£488.00

A limited edition Agatha Christie Mont Blanc propelling pencil, the black resin body
bears Agatha Christies signature and has .925 silver fittings and shirt clip in the form
of a snake set with ruby eyes.
Numbered: 4894/7000
157

MONT BLANC MEISTERSTUCK FOUNTAIN PEN

£183.00

A Mont Blanc Meisterstuck fountain pen, in black resin, with platinum plated fittings
and 18K gold nib.
158

MONT BLANC MEISTERSTUCK DUO SET

£244.00

A Mont Blanc Meisterstuck black resin fountain pen with gold plated fittings and 14K
gold nib, sold together with matching propelling ballpoint pen. (2)
159

Eight Various Watches

£256.20

A vintage gold plated Elgin open faced pocket watch, sold together with an eclectic
collection of wristwatch to include three three vintage red LCD screen Bulova's, a gold
plated Royce automatic, a gold plated Vulcain Grand Prix, a gold plated Junghans
dress watch and a Russian dive watch. (6)
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